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MINUTES 
OF THE 77th MEETING OF THE MANAGEMENT BOARD 

20-21 NOVEMBER 2019 IN WARSAW, POLAND 
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Mr Dimitrios VAROUXAKIS (Greece - EL)  

Mr László BALÁZS (Hungary - HU)  

Mr Ólafur Helgi KJARTANSSON (Iceland – IS) 

Mr Massimo BONTEMPI (Italy – IT) 

Mr Guntis PUJĀTS (Latvia – LV) 

Mr Stephan GSTÖHL (Liechtenstein – LI) 

Mr Antanas SERMONTIS (Lithuania - LT)  

Ms Christian STEICHEN (Luxembourg – LU) 

Mr Neville XUEREB (Malta – MT) 

Mr Hans LEIJTENS (The Netherlands – NL)  

Ms Ellen AHNFELT (Norway – NO)  

Mr Jarosław RUTA (Poland – PL)  

Mr Carlos MOREIRA (Portugal – PT) 

Mr Liviu BUTE (Romania – RO) 

Ms Martina MATUSKOVICOVA (Slovakia – SK) 

Mr Juan Enrique TABORDA ALVAREZ (Spain – ES)  

Mr Patrik ENGSTRÖM (Sweden - SE)  
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Ms Paraskevi MICHOU (European Commission – COM) 

Mr Matthias OEL (European Commission – COM) 

 

Mr Timothy COOPER (EASO) 

Ms Katerina FLAIGOVA VRONSKA (EUROPOL) 

 

Ms Marta BALLESTERO Consultative Forum 

Mr Stefan KESSLER Consultative Forum 

 

 

Frontex Executive Director (ED), Mr Fabrice LEGGERI represented the Agency in the meeting. He was assisted by 

Mr Berndt KÖRNER, Deputy Executive Director (DED).  

 

The Secretariat of the Management Board was provided by Frontex. 

http://www.frontex.europa.eu/
http://stari.mup.hr/UserDocsImages/topvijesti/2017/kolovoz/cv/CV%20ZNiceno.pdf
https://plus.google.com/106515084360784123810
https://www.facebook.com/jonpeturjonsson
https://www.facebook.com/jonpeturjonsson
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List of items debated and/or approved (agenda) 
 

 
1. Approval of the Agenda  

2. Approval of the minutes of the 76th Management Board meeting  

3. Recent internal developments and procedural issues  

3.1 General 

3.2 Recruitment and staffing situation 

4. Presentation of operational situation  

4.1 Monitoring of the situation and related operational response at the external borders  

4.2 Activities in the field of return 

5. Fundamental Rights issues 

5.1 State of play of the preparations of the Consultative Forum Annual Report 2019 

5.2 Fundamental Rights Officer Report 

5.3 Presentation of the Fundamental Rights Officer Work Plan 2020 

5.4 Information on the implementation of EBCG 2.0 as regards fundamental rights issues 

6. Programming Document 2020-2022 

6.1 Draft Decision of the Management Board adopting the plan of operational response for 2020 (voting 

includes SACs) 

6.2 Draft Decision of the Management Board adopting the training plan for 2020 (voting includes SACs) 

6.3 Draft Decision of the Management Board adopting Programming Document 2020-2022 

7. Programming Document 2021-2023 

7.1 Endorsement of the Single Programming Document 2021-2023 

7.2 Draft Decision of the Management Board adopting the provisional draft estimate of the revenue and 

expenditure, including the provisional establishment plan for 2021 

8. Decision of the Management Board on unit costs financing deployment of officers in the Frontex Coordinated 

Joint Operations 

9. EBCG 2.0 Regulation 

9.1 State of play of the adoption of the Regulation 

9.2 Implementation of the Roadmap – state of play 

10. Draft Decision of the Management Board adopting the definition of profiles of the standing corps 

11. Specific financial rules applicable to activities in the area of cooperation with third countries in the field of 

return 

12. Draft Decision of the Management Board adopting a revised Common Vulnerability Assessment Methodology 

13. Presentation of a revised Common Integrated Risk Analysis Model 

14. State of play on the preparation of the Decision of the Management Board on financial arrangements for 

Categories 2 and 3 of the Standing Corps 

15. Action Plan on EBCG ICT infrastructure development – state of play 

16. Rules of Procedure of the Management Board – state of play 

17. Outcome of the Annual Bilateral Negotiations 2020 

18. Vulnerability assessment implementation – update 

19. Presentation of the half-year report to the European Parliament and the Council on the state of preparations 

for the implementation of the ETIAS regulation (as foreseen by Article 92.2 of the ETIAS regulation) 

20. Information on bilateral operational cooperation between Member States and between Member States and 

Third Countries 

21. Anti-fraud strategy - implementation of the action plan  

22. Reporting on the exercise of the appointing authority powers 

23. Implementation of the Annual Work Programme -  Budget implementation 

 

ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
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Main results of the meeting 
 

The 77th Management Board meeting was held on 20-21 November 2019 in Warsaw, Poland. The meeting started 

with a minute of silence to honour the memory of Mr Giovanni PINTO, the former Italian Management Board 

Member, who passed away earlier in November.  

 

The Chair briefed about activities, which took place since the last Management Board meeting - the 24th 

International Border Police Conference organized in Warsaw on 29-30 October, and the 20th meeting of the 

Frontex Consultative Forum on the Fundamental Rights which was held in Warsaw on 30 October. 

 

The Executive Director briefed the Management Board about the recent internal developments informing about 

a selection procedure for the new composition of the Consultative Forum and about a case of a Public Access to 

Document, which was brought by the Agency to the Court of Justice of the European Union. The Executive 

Director informed that three High-level Roundtables took place since the last Management Board meeting - on 

Return on 16 October, on Common Integrated Risk Analysis Model on 4 November and on Vulnerability Assessment 

on 5 November. The Executive director also briefed about the meeting of the High-level Working Group on the 

Integrated Border Management. 

 

The Executive Director provided the latest staff statistics and developments in terms of recruitment, in particular 

regarding the procedure for the Standing Corps, and he also briefed about the recruitment plan for 2020. The 

Executive Director informed that as a consequence of the growth of the Agency and its structures, and in 

preparation for the EBCG 2.0, certain number of vacancy notices had to be republished because of the higher 

responsibilities, which is the case for the Cabinet, the Media and Public Relations Office, the Data Protection 

Office and the Fundamental Rights Office. As discussed between the Chairperson and the Deputy Chairperson 

and in agreement with COM, it was proposed that the Commission services are asked for legal opinion on whether 

the Agency is entitled to launch the vacancy notices concerning the Fundamental Rights Officer and the Deputy 

Fundamental Rights Officer without prior approval of the Management Board. Once the decision is available, the 

procedure will be continued accordingly. Until then, the vacancy notice was to be suspended. 

 

The Management Board was briefed about the operational situation at the external borders of the European 

Union, in particular the monitoring of the situation and the related operational response at the external borders 

and activities in the field of return. The European Asylum Support Office and Europol also provided short updates 

about the situation with respect to their remit. 

 

The Co-Chairs of the Consultative Forum informed about the state of play of the preparations of the Consultative 

Forum Annual Report 2019, which, once finalized, should be made publically available. The Management Board 

took note of the 24th report of the Fundamental Rights Officer to the Management Board covering the period 

from June to October 2019 and was provided with an overview of the Programme of Work 2020. The Executive 

Director informed about the implementation of the new regulation with regard to fundamental rights issues, the 

establishment of the function of the Deputy Fundamental Rights Officer and a pool of Fundamental Rights 

monitors being two of the most prominent developments. 

 

The Management Board was informed about the Programming Document 2020-2022, including the amended 

training plan for 2020. The Management Board decision on the document will be adopted by written procedure, 

following the receipt of the Commission’s opinion and the entry into force of EBCG 2.0. The Management Board 

endorsed the Programming Document 2021-2023 for further development; in the beginning of January 2020 the 

document would be sent to the Management Board for written consultations; the decision regarding the 

provisional draft estimate of the revenue and expenditure, including the provisional establishment plan for 2021 

will then be adopted by written procedure by the end of January 2020. The draft Programming Document 2021-

2023 would be further consulted with the Parliament, the Council and the Commission, developed, and then 

presented to the Management Board for adoption.  
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The Management Board was submitted a proposal for a Decision reducing the unit costs financing deployment of 

officers in the Frontex Coordinated Joint Operations. Several concerns were raised during the discussion and the 

Decision adopting reduced Unit Costs for Operational Activities for host Member States and the Decision adopting 

reduced Unit Costs for Operational Activities for participating Member States were not adopted. Consequently, 

the financing scheme will remain unchanged. 

 

The Management Board took note of the state of play of the adoption of the new Regulation, to enter into force 

on 4 December, and was briefed about the state of play of the implementation of the Roadmap. The Management 

Board Deputy Chair informed about the next steps related to the revision of the Rules of Procedure of the 

Management Board focusing on the timeline, a foreseen questionnaire, and the establishment of a Drafting 

Committee. 

 

The Management Board was presented the Draft Decision of the Management Board adopting the definition of 

profiles of the standing corps based on the knowledge, skills and competence required to perform a set of 

operational tasks. The document will be updated taking into account the Commission’s proposal for amendments. 

The decision will then be adopted in written procedure in Q1 2020. The Management Board was informed about 

the specific financial rules applicable to activities in the area of cooperation with third countries in the field of 

return. A comprehensive approach as regards financing various operational activities in third countries will be 

further developed.  

 

The Executive Director briefed about the review process, key areas of changes and adoption procedure for the 

revised Common Vulnerability Assessment Methodology. The Management Board decision on the adoption of the 

Common Vulnerability Assessment Methodology will be launched for adoption by written procedure immediately 

after the EBCG 2.0 Regulation has entered into force. 

 

The Management Board took note of the progress in the preparation of Common Integrated Risk Analysis Model 

3.0, which is intended to be adopted formally at the Management Board meeting in February and was informed 

about the state of play on the preparation of the Decision of the Management Board on financial arrangements 

for Categories 2 and 3 of the Standing Corps. The document will be further consulted with the Member States 

and the Commission.  

 

The Executive Director briefed about the general context for the development of the ICT infrastructure based 

on the EBCG 2.0 Regulation and informed about the state of play presenting the main developments, vision and 

timeline.  The MB-Chair stressed the importance of setting up a functional infrastructure within the deadline, as 

well as underlined the fact that sufficient resources should be devoted to the issue with particular attention to 

be put on the budget. 

 

The Management Board was briefed about the outcome of the Annual Bilateral Negotiations 2020, took note of 

the progress in the implementation of the Vulnerability Assessment and was presented the half-year report to 

the European Parliament and the Council on the state of preparations for the implementation of the ETIAS 

regulation.  

 

The Deputy Executive Director provided information on bilateral operational cooperation between Member States 

and between Member States and Third Countries. The Chair invited the four Member States which did not provide 

their contributions to check the data and if need be to send the corrections or additional information.  

 

The Management Board was informed on the state-of-play concerning the implementation of the Action Plan for 

the Anti-fraud strategy, as well as about the reporting on the exercise of the appointing authority powers and 

the implementation of the Annual Work Programme - Budget implementation.  

 

The Croatian Delegation presented the priorities of its incoming Presidency of the Council of the European Union 

with emphasis on the border management related activities.  
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The Commission informed the Management Board that a compromise on the budget for 2020 has been achieved, 

with a foreseen reduction of the budget for the agency of 8.7 mln EUR as compared to the Commission’s proposal.  

 

Mr Paul MORGAN, the United Kingdom, and Mr Oliver HENNINGS, Germany, attended the Management Board 

meeting for the last time. 

 

In commemoration of the 100th anniversary of the Latvian State Border Guard, the Executive Director and the 

Director of the Capacity Building Division have been awarded with the Latvian State Border Guard medal. 

 


